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Abstract

The present paper reports the results of studying the characteristics of the etching process of multi-layered materials (Si3N4/SiO2/Si

and SiO2/Si) and of cleaning technological chambers covered with silicon nitride films (Si3N4) in a NF3 RF capacitive discharge. The

process of chamber cleaning was monitored with a mass spectrometer. The gas pressure, RF voltage amplitude, current–voltage phase

shift, ohmic current as well as the second harmonic of the RF current were also recorded. The opportunity of using these parameters for

end-point detection of etching and plasma cleaning is discussed. It is found that the second harmonic of the RF current may be

successfully used for end-point detection of multi-layered materials etching and to monitor the cleaning process of technological

chambers. The cleaning of chambers of complicated design may possess a double-stage pattern.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Plasma etching (using gas discharges in chemically active
gases to etch solid surfaces) is an important composite
process in microelectronics processing [1–4]. During etch-
ing the surface material is selectively removed by chemical
reactions and/or physical sputtering. In the gases usually
used for etching (CF4+O2, SF6+O2, NF3, etc.), which are
stable under normal conditions and do not participate in
any reaction with different materials, fluorine atoms as well
as radicals (CFx, SFx, NFx) are formed by dissociation in
the gas electric discharge. Fluorine atoms diffuse to the
surface of the materials under processing and participate in
surface reactions that form volatile products (SiF4 when

etching silicon-containing wafers—Si, SiO2, Si3N4, etc.)
that evaporate from the surface and are further pumped
out of the discharge volume. Etching in gas discharge
plasma is also used for cleaning and polishing surfaces,
processing plate edges, cutting plates into separate
crystals, etc.
Plasma cleaning is a form of etching and is also based on

a combination of chemical reactions between surface
impurities and radicals formed in the discharge volume
and on the surface, and sputtering through ion bombard-
ment. Plasma cleaning was first developed for surface
preparation of large vacuum vessels used to accelerate
charged particles and as thermonuclear fusion devices
[5–11]. However, plasma cleaning began later to be widely
applied in various technological processes: degassing the
surfaces of discharge vessels, cleaning silicon wafers from
carbon impurities, removing impurities from the electrodes
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and walls of technological vessels which had formed during
deposition of semiconducting and polymer materials,
cleaning plane items and other devices from lubricants,
grease removal and preparation of surfaces for dying,
removal of metallic impurities from the surfaces of ceramic
insulators, restoration of metallic archaeological artefacts,
etc. [12–25].

Great attention is devoted to the means to monitor the
processes of plasma etching and cleaning. The matter is
that etching processes do not terminate at the boundary
between the films of the material to be etched and the
under-layer (wafer). When the layer of the material to be
etched is removed, which defines the moment of time called
the end-point of the etching process (plasma cleaning), the
gas discharge must be switched off to avoid excessive
etching of the sub-layer.

In the case of plasma cleaning of surface impurities,
no etching of the discharge vessel walls actually occurs,
however, e.g., the aluminium electrodes and other sur-
faces are covered with an AlF3 dielectric layer by reaction
with fluorine. Therefore, it is important to quench the
discharge immediately after finishing the plasma cleaning
process.

Many methods for process end-point determination
may be found in the literature. Optical emission spectro-
scopy is the most widely used technique [26–29]. Optical
emission observed when plasma etching is under way
is due to transitions between electron excitation states of
the gases used for etching as well as of their fragments
(radicals).

Photometric process is applied for the process end-point
determination as well as for measuring the etch rate. The
time variation of the reflection coefficient of the film under
etching is registered. Here, laser interferometry [27,30,31]
as well as ellipsometry [32] may be used.

Laser-induced fluorescence that permits to register SiF2,
CF and CF2 molecules [33–36], the recording and analysis
of the UV absorption spectrum for determining CF and
CF2 concentrations [37] and IR absorption spectroscopy
[38–40] that permits to determine the type and concentra-
tion of molecules present in the discharge volume, may be
attributed to the optic methods of monitoring the etching
process.

Mass spectrometry is a reliable diagnostic method for
gas-discharge plasma. This method does not disturb the
discharge [30,32,41–44]. For detecting the process end
point, a flow of neutral gas leaving the plasma reactor is
analysed. The peak of SiF3

+, with m/e ¼ 85 amu, is usually
used to monitor the etching process and its end point in the
case of silicon and silicon-containing materials in fluorine-
containing gases (CF4, SF6, NF3). SiF4 is a product of the
reactions of several compounds with fluorine, but each
compound produces SiF4 with a characteristic rate for
given conditions in the gas discharge.

Another method consists in monitoring the discharge
impedance [31,45] which varies due to variations in the
chemical composition of the discharge at the end point of

the process (and, as a consequence, variations in physical
characteristics: plasma density, electron temperature,
plasma potential, etc.).
Gas pressure monitoring during etching and cleaning is

maybe the simplest method of end-point detection [31,46].
During etching in chemically active gases, a solid material
transforms into volatile species, this contributes to a
change in gas pressure.
Langmuir probes may also be used to monitor the

etching process and end-point detection [47–49]. But a
probe should be located in the discharge volume thereby
disturbing the plasma. Furthermore, there is a risk that the
etching products re-deposit on the probe surfaces, or that
the probe material itself is etched. This would lead to
changes in the probe current which may have no relation to
the process end point.
Recently, the variation of RF voltage harmonics in

burning discharges began to be employed for end-point
detection [50–53]. The authors of these papers demon-
strated that certain harmonics (from 5 to 8) turn out to be
sensitive to changes in the discharge during the removal of
photoresist from the silicon surface in RF discharge in
oxygen, and as such may be used for the process end-point
detection. The authors of paper [54] performed a theore-
tical treatment of this method.
Fluorine-containing gases such as CF4, SF6 and NF3,

used in the microelectronic industry attract an ever-
growing attention because of their role in global warming
[55]. The dissociation degree of fluorine-containing gases in
RF discharges is usually in the range of 15–70%,
depending on the discharge conditions and the gas
species used.
NF3 is the fluorine-containing gas the least dangerous

for the environment [55]. Another advantage of NF3 is that
it does not deposit films of carbon, sulphur or polymers in
a burning discharge. Again, in pure NF3 the dissociated
molecules do not recombine back to NF3, and mostly
nitrogen and fluorine are removed from the discharge
chamber into the atmosphere without greenhouse effect
at all.
The objective of this paper is to study the time

dependence of the etching characteristics of multi-layered
materials (Si3N4/SiO2/Si and SiO2/Si) and of the plasma
cleaning characteristics of technological chambers covered
with silicon nitride (Si3N4) films, in NF3 RF capacitive
discharges. Etching and chamber cleaning processes
were monitored with mass spectrometry, and by registering
gas pressure, RF voltage amplitude, phase shift angle
between current and voltage, ohmic current, active power
as well as the magnitude of the second harmonic of
RF current. We found that registering the magnitude
of the second harmonic of the RF current may be
successfully applied for end-point detection while etching
multi-layered materials as well as for monitoring the
process of chamber plasma cleaning. It is shown that
cleaning a chamber with a complicated design may be a
two-stage process.
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2. Description of the experiment

The frequency of the RF field was f ¼ 13.56MHz in
the present experimental set-up. The experiments were
conducted with NF3 in the gas pressure range
pE0.075–0.375Torr (0.1–0.5mbar) with an interelectrode
distance of d ¼ 25mm. The flat and round aluminium
electrodes had a diameter of 143mm. The RF voltage with
amplitude URF o1300V was fed through the matchbox to
the powered electrode, while another electrode was
grounded. Electrodes were located inside a fused silica
tube with an inner diameter of 145mm. The gas under
study was fed into the inner chamber through small orifices
in one electrode and then pumped out through the gap
between the second electrode and the wall of the fused
silica tube. This discharge chamber was totally surrounded
with a grounded grid and put inside a large grounded
chamber with a diameter of 315mm and a height of
231mm (so-called ‘‘Plasma Box’’ [15], see Fig. 1). The
grounded grid, the fused silica tube around the electrodes
and a lower gas pressure (by 1–2 orders of magnitude) in
the large chamber prevented the ignition of a self-sustained
RF discharge in it.

The effective RF voltage Urms was measured with an RF
probe (RF probe Z’SCAN, Advanced Energy). This RF
probe was located at the minimum possible distance from
the RF electrode. Z’SCAN permitted to register not only
the effective values of RF voltage, RF current, phase shift
angle j between current and voltage and active power for
the basic frequency but also the values of RF current and
voltage for harmonics. In our experiment, we limited
ourselves to the parameters of the basic frequency and the
magnitude of the second harmonic of the RF current. We
employed an RF generator RF5S (RF Power Products
Inc.) and a matching box PFM (Huttinger Elektronik
Gmbh) of L-type.

The gas pressure was monitored with 10 and 1000Torr
capacitive manometers (MKS Instruments). The gas flow
was fixed with a mass flow controller to 5 sccm, and the

pressure regulated by throttling the outlet to the pump.
A pressure controller (adaptive pressure controller) main-
tained constant gas pressure.
A quadruple mass spectrometer QMS 421 (Balzers)

analysed the content of the neutral gas leaving the
discharge chamber. The gas under analysis was fed from
the chamber through a narrow capillary that permitted to
make gas analysis up to a pressure of 1Torr.
We performed experiments with two kinds of samples—

Si3N4/SiO2/Si and SiO2/Si. The Si3N4/SiO2/Si samples
consisted of a silicon substrate, 75mm in diameter, coated
by a 450-nm thick SiO2 layer, coated itself by a 140-nm thick
Si3N4 layer. The SiO2/Si samples were made of a silicon plate
100mm in diameter coated by a 200-nm thick SiO2 layer.
Before the experiments on plasma cleaning, a small

sample of borosilicate glass was put on the lower
(grounded) electrode, a mixture of silane, ammonia,
hydrogen and nitrogen gases was then fed into the chamber
(the mixture content was chosen in order to deposit a film
with given characteristics). Then, after the film deposition,
the chamber was opened, and the sample was taken out to
measure the thickness of the deposited film. In the results
reported in this article the film thickness was around
200 nm. After that, we evacuated the chamber again, fed
NF3 to a given pressure and then cleaned the chamber from
the deposited film in the RF discharge.

3. Results of experiments

In the gas discharge plasma free electrons having
acquired a high energy from the RF field collide with gas
molecules and not only excite and ionise them but may also
lead to their dissociation. In NF3, due to a relatively low
bonding energy (around 2.5 eV), gas molecules dissociate
easily as a result of collisions with electrons:

NF3 þ e! NF2 þ Fþ e;

NF2 þ e! NFþ Fþ e;

NFþ e! Nþ Fþ e;

At the same time, reactions can occur between newly
formed radicals:

NFþNF! N2 þ 2F;

NFþNF2! N2 þ 3F;

NF2 þNF2 ! N2 þ 4F:

As a result of all these reactions, a large number of fluorine
atoms are produced, which, after reaching the surface of
the silicon-containing material (wafer, film, etc.), react with
silicon:

Siþ 2F! SiF2;

SiF2 þ 2F! SiF4:
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As a result, volatile SiF4 molecules are produced and they
evaporate from the surface under processing. The solid
material of the wafer (film) is removed, and etching takes
place (or cleaning from silicon-containing impurities of the
walls and electrodes of the discharge chamber). The SiF4

molecules can also dissociate in the gas discharge by
collision with high-energy electrons:

SiF4 þ e! SiFx þ ð4� xÞFþ e ðx ¼ 3; 2; 1Þ:

A gas mixture of complex composition leaves the discharge
chamber (Fig. 2a). The mixture consists of NF3, NF2, NF,
N, F, N2, F2 molecules as well as of the products of silicon
etching such as SiF4, SiF3, SiF2, SiF. It is clear from the
figure that N2

+ and SiF3
+ are the most intense peaks. The

time dependence of the SiF3
+ peak intensity (85 amu)

actually describes the behaviour of the concentration of
volatile reaction products SiF4, which is very convenient
for monitoring the process of etching (cleaning). When the
walls and electrodes of the technological chamber are
completely cleaned, the intensity of the SiF4

+, SiF3
+, SiF2

+

and SiF+ peaks decreases fast and, after complete removal
of these reaction products from the chamber by the
pumping system, we only observe the NF3

+, NF2
+ (usually

it is the most intense peak, m/e ¼ 52 amu), NF+, N+, F+,
N2

+ peaks (Fig. 2b). The mass spectrometer registers also a
certain amount of O2, N2O, H2, H and OH, whose peak

intensities do not depend on discharge conditions and
therefore, are clearly determined by the residual vacuum in
the mass spectrometer itself. The concentrations of atomic
and molecular fluorine F and F2, registered with our mass
spectrometer, also hardly correspond to the actual
concentration of fluorine in the discharge. The gas is
pumped out from the discharge chamber through a narrow
gap between the grounded electrode and the wall, and then
a portion of the gas is fed through a narrow capillary into
the mass spectrometer. Chemically active fluorine has
enough time to react with the surface of the electrode, fused
silica tube and capillary walls and as a result the F2

+

(38 amu) peak may often be absent from the mass
spectrum.
Let us consider first our plasma cleaning results for a

discharge chamber with a complicated design. In this case,
a considerable quantity of silicon-containing film may be
deposited outside of the flat surface of the electrodes or of
the wall of the fused silica tube. For this, we made
140 cylindrical indentations (3.3mm in diameter and
6mm deep) uniformly distributed in the grounded elec-
trode (1 cm thick aluminium disc). Then, during silicon
nitride deposition the film was not only deposited on the
flat electrodes but also on the lateral walls of the
indentations and on their flat bottoms. We made no
estimation of the thickness of the film deposited on the
walls of indentations but it was certainly larger than on the
surface of the electrodes. The reason is that in every
indentation a hollow cathode discharge was burning during
film deposition with a glow somewhat brighter than the
discharge glow near flat parts of the electrode close to it. A
brighter glow indicates the presence of denser and hotter
plasma, and, consequently, a higher rate of film deposition.
Then, we performed plasma cleaning using all the

methods of diagnosing the ongoing process at our disposal:
mass spectrometry, registering of gas pressure p, effective
RF voltage Urms, RF current (rms current Irms, as well as
active current IRF cos(j)), phase shift angle between
current and voltage j, magnitude of the second harmonic
of the discharge current Irms2. All results obtained in this
experiment are depicted in Fig. 3. At the NF3 pressure of
0.375Torr, the discharge burned in the normal mode
directly after ignition, occupying only a part of the
electrode surface, and gradually cleaned the electrode
surfaces and a part of the discharge tube wall in contact
with the electrode. After almost complete cleaning of this
region, the discharge shifted in a jump to a new area
covered with film. Such jumps were associated with jumps
of discharge parameters. The time was counted from the
moment the RF generator was switched on. Just after
ignition, the RF voltage decreased abruptly from 200 to
140V. After moving several times from a cleaned area to a
contaminated one, the discharge gradually removed the
film from the flat surface of the electrodes and from the
walls of the fused silica tube. Before completion of this
process, the RF voltage, the active current IRF cos(j) and
the phase shift angle j increased considerably. Then, after
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the discharge had changed into the anomalous mode and
covered the whole surface of the electrodes, the discharge
parameters stabilised at t4350 s for some time, during
which fluorine atoms and molecules continued to remove
the remainder of the film deposited on the walls of the
indentations in the grounded electrode. When the cleaning
of the orifices was coming to an end, the RF voltage, active
RF current IRF cos(j) and phase shift angle j increased
again. The magnitude of the second harmonic of the
discharge current Irms2 behaved somewhat differently than
Urms, IRF cos(j) and j during the cleaning process. While
the discharge cleaned a given part of the chamber, Irms2

increased; however, on completing the cleaning process of
this part, Irms2 decreased. In the figure, we observe two
sections with a considerable decrease in Irms2, namely,
when the discharge completed the cleaning of the flat
surface of the electrodes and of the fused silica tube walls
(the first stage of cleaning), and when the remainder of the
film was removed from the walls of the indentations in the
electrode (the second stage of cleaning). Consequently, the

process of cleaning a chamber with a complicated design
and non-uniform distribution of the deposited film is
accomplished in two stages, which should be kept in mind
when cleaning large technological chambers. After the
complete cleaning of the chamber from the silicon nitride
film, all registered parameters remained stable except the
intensity of the SiF3

+ peak, which began to increase slowly
again after approaching its minimum. This was probably
associated with chamber heating and enhanced etching of
the walls of the fused silica tube.
During this experiment, the gas pressure in the chamber

first increased abruptly after ignition, then decreased
smoothly to a certain value, without dogleg features. When
the discharge finished to clean the walls of the orifices in the
electrode and all discharge parameters exhibited jump-like
behaviour, the gas pressure also quickly decreased and then
stabilised, after the cleaning process ended. Such a
behaviour of the gas pressure indicates that its time
dependence still enables a reliable determination of the
end-point of plasma cleaning, though it is not very sensitive
to ‘‘fine’’ processes in the discharge chamber.
Now consider how electrical parameters vary during the

etching of multi-layered semiconductor and dielectric
materials. Fig. 4 depicts the results for SiO2/Si plates at
the NF3 pressure of 0.075Torr. The discharge burned in
the anomalous mode, totally filling the discharge chamber.
Under conditions of Fig. 4, just after ignition, the RF
voltage, active RF current and phase shift angle experi-
enced a jump and then remained stable for almost 150 s.
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Fig. 3. Time dependence of the N+, N2
+, NF+, NF2

+, NF3
+, SiF3

+ peak

intensities and the RF voltage Urms (a), phase shift angle j and active RF

current IRF cos(j) (b), the magnitude of the second harmonic of the

discharge current Irms2 and gas pressure p (c) under plasma cleaning of a

silicon nitride film in NF3, initial pressure p ¼ 0.375Torr, Pdlv ¼ 50W.

The grounded electrode possesses 140 indentations.

Fig. 4. Time dependence of the RF voltage Urms and magnitude of the

second harmonic of the discharge current Irms2 (a), phase shift angle j and

active RF current IRF cos(j) (b) during etching of an SiO2/Si substrate in

NF3, p ¼ 0.075Torr, Pdlv ¼ 50W.
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The magnitude of the second harmonic of the discharge
current Irms2 turned up to be very sensitive to the processes
in the discharge. During SiO2 etching a small fluctuation of
RF voltage occurred (from 159 to 162V, by 1.9%), and the
magnitude of the second harmonic of the current increased
by 10.9%. When the etching of the SiO2 layer came to an
end, the RF voltage and phase shift angle increased and the
discharge current decreased. While the RF voltage
increased by 1.4 times, the magnitude of the second
harmonic of the current decreased almost three times.

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained during etching of
Si3N4/SiO2/Si plates at the NF3 pressure of 0.375Torr. The
transition from the Si3N4 layer to SiO2 was clearly marked
by the variations of all characteristics except the phase shift
angle, whereas the transition from the SiO2 layer to the
silicon wafer was well distinguishable from the behaviour
of all electrical characteristics except the active RF current.
But at low pressure (o0.1 Torr) the RF voltage and phase
shift angle did not exhibit any variation, though the
completion of the SiO2 layer etching was clearly marked by
abrupt changes of all recorded electrical characteristics.

4. Conclusion

It may be concluded that monitoring the etching of
multi-layered materials should preferably be done by
following several discharge parameters, rather than only
one, for instance the RF voltage alone. Under some etching

conditions (variations of gas pressure, initial delivered
power consumed by the discharge) some parameters may
be insensitive to the etching completion of one layer and
the etching beginning of another one. Under all the
conditions investigated in this study, the magnitude of
the current second harmonic Irms2 turned out to be the
most reliable parameter to monitor in order to register all
transitions from one layer to another during the process of
multi-layered materials etching (as well as to register the
end-point of plasma cleaning). Other recorded parameters
showed no sensitivity to layer–layer transitions under some
conditions; therefore it is desirable to employ several
parameters for more reliable end-point detection. The most
effective methods are electrical, namely measuring the
effective RF voltage Urms, RF current (amplitude Irms and
active IRF cos(j) current), phase shift angle between
current and voltage j, and magnitude of the second
harmonic of the discharge current Irms2. These methods
exhibit sensitive reactions to variations occurring in the
discharge, e.g., the discharge moves from one place to
another; and they more or less reliably register the end
point of the etching or chamber cleaning process. Mass
spectrometry to follow the intensity of the SiF3

+ peak may
also be successfully employed for monitoring etching and
cleaning processes. With this method, the presence of a
fused silica glass (or other silicon-containing material) may
lead to an error in the measurement of the end point of
chamber cleaning because the intensity of the SiF3

+ peak
starts to increase slowly again after the end of cleaning.
The processes of plasma cleaning a technological

chamber covered with a silicon nitride (Si3N4) film, and
of etching multi-layered Si3N4/SiO2/Si and SiO2/Si materi-
als in an RF capacitive discharge in NF3 were studied.
Wafer etching and chamber cleaning were monitored with
a quadruple mass spectrometer, and by registering the gas
pressure, amplitude of the RF voltage, phase shift angle
between current and voltage, active current, as well as the
magnitude of the second harmonic of the RF current. A
conclusion is drawn on the suitability of using the second
harmonic of the RF current for end-point detection during
etching of multi-layered materials and plasma cleaning of
technological chambers. It is shown that cleaning a
chamber with a complicated design or a non-uniform
distribution of deposited film may be a two-stage process.
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